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ABSTRACT In last few years, a tremendous increase has been observed in the usage of portable electronic
devices including smart phones, tablets, laptops, and wearables. These devices are produced by different
manufacturers and work on different platforms. People surrounded by these devices need to interact with
them during the meeting, presentation, class room and lots of other collaborative activities to share and
receive information across the devices. Recent research trends lead towards better utilization of these mobile
devices by connecting them together, whereas the interaction among these devices is still device centric and is
dependent on expensive fixed software and hardware infrastructure. However, ad-hoc settings, where fixed
infrastructure services do not exist, or may suspend the interaction across these devices, require special-
ized collaborative space. This research presents an architectural framework, named Ad-hoc Collaborative
Space (ACS) that provides an abstraction layer by hiding the complexities of ad-hoc environment thus
resulting into reduced application development time by providing the easy to use API’s. The experimental
evaluation based on different operating parameters shows that the proposed framework efficiently manages
service registration, service discovery, synchronization, and connectivity between different devices.

INDEX TERMS Cross-device, collaborative applications, distributed interface,WiFiDirect, ad-hoc network,
ad-hoc collaboration space.

I. INTRODUCTION
We have seen a tremendous increase in the demand of elec-
tronic devices during the last few years. Many different types
of devices such as tablets, cell phones, and smart watches are
easily available in the market with affordable prices. These
devices are manufactured by different vendors and work on
a variety of platforms [35]. There are numerous situations
where many users get connected with one or more devices to
share data and use services. The study conducted by the Face-
book on multi device usage has revealed people intense inter-
est to use electronic devices in their daily activities [1]. The
result has shown that more than 60% of the adults in the US
use at least two devices every day, and one quarter use three
devices, while more than 40% start activity on one device and
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complete it on another. In all above cases work done is bound
with the device, and the users are unable to transfer to or share
the activities with the other devices. In this regard, researchers
and industry have presented a number of solutions to over-
come these issues with the help of cloud based services, but
most of them are limited to file synchronization across the
user’s devices like drop box, Microsoft Office 365, Apple
iCloud, and few allow collaboration activities like google
collaborative editing. In all mentioned cases, the solutions
presented are tightly bound with the fixed infrastructure.

Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing that envisages
seamlessly integration of multiple devices of different sizes
and capabilities to share program and data, requires ease in
cross-device communication [2]. One such manifestation of
cross device collaborative spaces, whereby the functional-
ity and interactions are distributed across multiple devices,
and the users of these devices actively participate in the
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collaborative activities. Similarly, Sørensen has categorized
cross-device interaction into four categories on the basis
of device usage [4] namely: communality, collaboration,
continuity, and complementary. The first theme commu-
nality refers to situation where many users are interacting
with the device sequentially for example Koday’s facebook
photo-printing machine. The second theme collaboration
covers the scenario that involves simultaneous interaction
by many users, where interface components are distributed
among the users; for instance, division in a multi-player
game. The third theme continuity enables people to use
several devices and re-access content on different devices;
such continuous interactions can be facilitated by keep-
ing data consistent across devices. The last one is com-
plementary, where interactions with one artifact add to the
interaction with another artifact, and these jointly make
up a larger whole, for instance, Adobe Nav app allows
iPad as a two-way communication device with Photoshop.
Whereby, one can browse, select, and open Photoshop doc-
uments and activate Photoshop tools through a wireless
network.

The ubiquitous availability of electronic gadgets i.e.
smart phones and tablets leads towards the collaborative
ad-hoc portable setups spanning across multiple devices [37].
Researchers have been investigating this problem of interac-
tion between multiple devices while offering collaboration
among the users [21], [22]. This research aims to propose
a framework which is particularly focused on providing a
layer of abstraction to develop multi device interactions for
collaborative activities. To develop a cross-device collabora-
tive application that spans across multiple devices requires
monitoring the distribution changes and synchronize it on
all devices in order to ensure the collaboration space state.
Moreover, programming cross device with these tasks at
low level is technically challenging as it involves input
and output on multiple devices and demands serious effort
from the programmer for developing a cross device applica-
tions. Moreover, testing the cross-device interaction across
multiple devices is the most challenging task due to the
variety of electronic devices available in the commercial
market.

The proposed framework facilitates the development
of distributed cross-device mobile applications for ad-hoc
network. Mainly, it hides the complexities involved in
service registration, service discovery, connection manage-
ment, synchronization, and fault tolerance, by providing
abstraction layer. This abstraction enables the application
developer to simply focus on the development of collabo-
rative cross-device applications while leaving all the afore-
mentioned complexities of distribution to the framework.
Thus, the novelty of proposed approach is that it simplifies
the development of distributed cross device collaborative
applications, as the programmer does not need to imple-
ment low level details anymore; instead he invokes few stan-
dard functions exposed in the form of API by the proposed
framework.

FIGURE 1. Collaborative e-learning applications, contents
synchronization across all connected devices.

A. MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES
The motivation for this research can be highlighted with the
help of following example scenarios.

1) LECTURE PRESENTATION
Suppose a teacher intends to conduct a class during a field
visit outside the class room, but at same time wants to discuss
the points with the help of presentation. In that scenario,
it is painful to arrange computer/laptop connected with the
large screen to show the presentation. But what if the teacher
is able to present without any fixed infrastructure and all
the students are viewing the presentation on their personal
portable devices. It will enable the teacher to present any
time anywhere without worrying about the infrastructure
limitation.

2) JIGSAW PUZZLE
In a relatively more complicated scenario, consider some kids
are solving a Jigsaw puzzle but want to do it in a collaborative
manner. Let us suppose an application allows them to load
the puzzle on their tablets and enable them to solve it in a
collaboratively. Anyone move by one kid will immediately be
synchronized on all other kids’ tablets. This type of applica-
tion helps the students to learn from each other, and promote
the collaboration culture.

The development of such collaborative application poses
challenges that must be overcome for the reliability of these
collaborative applications. The proposed framework ad-hoc
collaboration space aims to address the following objectives
and challenges to easily implement corss-device collaborative
services in ad-hoc settings.

3) SERVICE MANAGEMENT
In ad-hoc network setting, service management refers to the
management of service registration and discovery for the
devices. It not only includes the detection of nearby devices
i.e. smart phone and tablets etc. but also includes service
discovery, and management of device connectivity requests.

4) COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
The communication channel is the layer that is solely respon-
sible for data transmission across the host/client devices using
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the sockets. The layer must be capable enough to manage
the connection threads with multiple devices by hiding the
complex communication details.

5) EFFICIENCY
Efficiency of distributed application is measured on the basis
of time taken by the device to exchange the information with
the peer devices. It is desirable to keep the data updated on
all the involved devices almost in real time.

6) MULTI-DEVICE APPLICATION TESTING
Multi-device testing involves execution of test scenarios
simultaneously on a number of devices, i.e. client/server
devices at the same time to observe the behavior of distributed
application. This challenge carries the application develop-
ers away from the development of complicated distributed
applications.

The rest of the article has been structured in the follow-
ing manner. Section II provides the theoretical background
of cross device interactions. This section also discusses the
cross device frameworks presented by the researchers for
various types of interaction styles. The details of the pro-
posed framework have been discussed in Section III, where
different components of the framework and their interactions
have been discussed in detail. Section IV signifies the value
of the proposed framework by highlighting the difference
between developing an application for ad-hoc connectivity
with and without the proposed framework. The experimental
evaluation of the proposed framework has been provided in
Section V. The conclusion and future directions have been
discussed in Section Vi.

II. RELATED WORK
The journey of cross-device interaction started in 1996, when
Robertson developed a system to control television through
a personal digital assistant (PDA), but the scope was lim-
ited to one directional communication i.e. from PDA to the
television [3]. After that we have seen a potential growth
in multi-devices interactions. Existing commercial devices
have also started to support cross-device interactions such as
controlling the content on the phone through a smart watch
as remote control [15]. A number of research articles have
been presented by researchers in the recent years that discuss
different interaction styles [7], [11].

In this section, we have categorized the frameworks in
two categories ad-hoc network based frameworks and fixed
infrastructure based frameworks. An ad-hoc network is a
form of network technology that allows communication
on temporary/ad-hoc basis [36]. A mobile device is one,
which is equipped with the ad-hoc networking technol-
ogy (Bluetooth, WiFi). Bluetooth is a wireless technology
that uses for exchanging data over a short distance when
speed is not an issue, such as printer, headsets, telephone
etc [34]. On the other hand, Wi-Fi Direct supports device to
device transfer speed of up to 250 Mbps with ranges up to
200 meters [23]. To evaluate the strength and weakness of

TABLE 1. Classification of frameworks on the basis of interaction style,
network and collaboration support.

different frameworks, we have compared them on the basis
of interaction style, network, and collaboration support as
shown in Table 1.

Samsung flow is a framework that was launched
in 2014 and allows the Samsung device users to seamlessly
switch between devices like smartphones, tablets, and smart
watches while interacting with the apps or contents [6].
It works with Bluetooth or WI-FI and required that devices
should be physically close to each other or on the same
WIFI network so as to tolerate the switching of devices.
The major limitation of Samsung flow is that it only works
with Samsung hardware and does not allow collaboration
activities. Similarly, the iOS cross platform (Mac, iPhone,
and iPad) continuity feature allows the user to move work
flow between these devices [14].

Wearable gadgets have flourished in the market and gained
a lot of popularity in the recent years, but due to limited
input and output capabilities, it is useful to utilize them by
pairing with the other devices. To overcome this limitation,
Duet focused on the joint interaction of watch and mobile
phone owned by a single user for the completion of a par-
ticular task by recognizing the touch and motion gestures
across the devices, and by transmitting this information via
Bluetooth [33]. Example of this interaction is to receive an
email notification on the smart watch by pairing it with the
mobile phone, and opening the email on mobile phone by
tapping on the smart watch. A number of approaches have
been presented by the researchers to increase the input and
output capabilities of the smart watches by pairing them with
other devices [27]–[32], [38]. A contribution in the field of
cross-device interaction to reduce the developers’ effort to
implement a cross-device interaction for mobile and wear-
ables devices by Pei-Yu (Peggy) Chi and Yang Li presented
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the weave a web-based framework, and is inspired by popular
JQuery (JavaScript) libraries. This framework aims to pro-
vide a set of high level abstraction based APIs for distributing
sensing events and User Interface (UI) output across mobile
and wearable devices [7].

Hamilton, P. and Wigdor designed the conductor, a cross-
device interaction system that supports single user multiple
device interaction styles by allowing the user of the system to
split their activities across multiple devices for flexibility and
usability [11]. The system’s backbone is a dedicated server
that manages the connected devices, their session informa-
tion, and states through web sockets.

Another form of cross-device collaboration is collabo-
rative web browsing, where browsers on multiple devices
are connected and enable cross-device interaction between
the devices [16]–[18], [26]. Polychrome is a web based
cross-device interaction framework that supports collabora-
tive web browsing/visualization by allowing the browsers of
different devices to connect with each other using the PeerJS
for P2P communication [9]. Similarly VISTRATES, a web-
based platform provides a collaborative environment for data
analysis and visualization [40]. The Websplitter Maekawa
targets multi-device and multi-user Web browsing by provid-
ing a framework for dividing a single web page into several
portions, and by serving each portion of the page to a different
device instead of mirroring [24], [25].

By considering the input and output limitation of smart
watches in performing the complex daily tasks, Wearwrite
a watch centric collaborative cross-device interaction system
was presented by the researchers to interact with the docu-
ments [10]. The system allows the watch user to integrate
with the other devices andmanages the crowdwriting process
i.e. research paper, blogs etc. from the watch. An exam-
ple of crowd writing is provided by Agapie in the con-
text of writing by using a combination of local and remote
workers to produce a news event [20]. Wearwrite team has
developed one android mobile app and one android wear
app.

Luca Frosini in 2014 presented a framework that sup-
ports cross-device user interface distribution and collabora-
tion among multiple devices [8]. The framework consists of
two blocks client library and runtime engine, whereby the
client library is responsible for sending distribution changes
and receiving updates of changes to apply on the client device
UI, while the runtime engine is responsible for managing
all the devices and their request of distribution changes.
Panelrama also supports similar kind of UI distribution but for
web UI distribution across multiple devices [19]. It dynami-
cally allocates each portion of the UI to a target display based
on its screen real estate and input modality. Similarly, AdaM
is a web based platform for automatic UI distribution across
multiple devices, and users in a collaborative setting interact
with one another on the basis of device capabilities, user roles,
preferences, and access rights [39].

Despite number of solutions presented in the past, there
is still a need of comprehensive framework that provides

seamless collaboration across the devices in a situation,
where fixed infrastructure services are not available.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK: AD-HOC COLLABORATION
SPACE(ACS)
The proposed framework aims to provide a flexible mech-
anism of collaboration across multiple devices by hiding
complexities of distributed systems. The framework is built
on Android Wi-Fi (peer-to-peer or P2P) APIs and Java sock-
ets that allows application to connect to any nearby devices
without using any dedicated access point or infrastructure in
order to share data [12]. It also provides an abstraction layer
to hide the complexity of Wi-Fi (peer-to-peer or P2P) APIs
and Java sockets.

In this article, term device is used to refer to the electronic
devices that include smart phones, tablets, or smart watches
that are equipped with wireless technology, and have an
operating system that can run different application software.
The proposed framework considered Wi-Fi Direct as a com-
munication protocol for the exchange of data over short dis-
tances due to high speed and range. Devices are categorized
into two different types;the provider devices invoke the ser-
vice registration process to advertise their services to nearby
devices, while the consumer devices discover the available
services by invoking the connectivity request to join the
collaboration space. Finally, a communication channel pro-
vides two-way communication link between two programs
running on different devices to send and receive the activities
performed by the device users so as to synchronize the session
state.

The workflow of collaborative space is initiated by a ser-
vice broadcast message by the provider device which wants to
collaborate with the other devices for program and data shar-
ing. The broadcast message includes information about the
service and the connectivity parameters. After broadcasting,
the service makes itself available to all nearby WiFi direct
enabled devices, which can discover the services and can
request for the connectivity with the service hosting device.
The provider device accepts the connectivity request, and
devices start collaboration with each other without any fixed
infrastructure.

It is pertinent to mention that WiFi (peer-to-peer or P2P)
APIs allow the application to connect to nearby android
based devices. While for apple iOS based devices, multi-
peer connectivity framework supports the discovery of ser-
vices provided by nearby devices and support communication
through the message-based data. Unfortunately, peer to peer
connectivity frameworks offered by android and iOS forWiFi
Direct do not allow connectivity across the Android and iOS
based devices. Therefore, the scope of this work is limited
to the connectivity of android based devices in an ad-hoc
environment.

The ad-hoc collaboration space consists of three major
components ACS Manager, Connection Manager and Events
Observer. Figure 2 provides a high level view of the ad-hoc
collaboration space and its major components.
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FIGURE 2. High level architecture.

FIGURE 3. Cross-Device interaction using the proposed ACS framework.

To develop a better understanding of the framework usabil-
ity, the cross-device interaction across devices is visualized
using the proposed ACS framework in Figure 3. It clearly
shows that the ad-hoc collaboration layer provides abstrac-
tion by hiding the complexities of distributed cross device
environment required during the service registration, service
discovery, connectivity, message exchange, and synchroniza-
tion activities.

A. ACS MANAGER
ACSManager is the main controller component of the frame-
work; all other components are controlled and monitored
by the ACS Manager. It manages the service registration
and discovery processes on the Android WiFi P2P frame-
work using the service details provided by the application.
All other components execute as per the instructions of the
ACS Manager, and continuously report to it about the state of
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Algorithm 1 Service Registration
1: s: Service Identity, p: Listening Port
2: F Feedback Status notifies about the execution status
3: Call RegisterService(s, p,FeedBackStatus)
4: if FeedBackStatus = true then
5: Output: Service Successfully Registered
6: F Create group to allocate group owner role to service

hosting device
7: Call createGroup(FeedBackStatus)
8: if FeedBackStatus = true then
9: Output: Group Created Successfully

10: else
11: Output: Group Creation Failed
12: end if
13: else
14: Output: Service Failed To Registered
15: end if

collaboration space. All collaboration activities performed by
the device are notified to all devices through the connection
manager on the instruction of ACS Manager.

1) REGISTRATION
The service registration is a process which allows the provider
devices to advertise their services for the nearby consumer
devices. For Instance, if any device wants to provide a
collaboration service to the nearby devices directly with-
out being connected to local network or hotspot, it must
register the service on WiFi P2P framework for service
discovery. For instance, in case of collaborative learning
application, the teacher can register the presentation service
on the WiFi P2P framework for service discovery so as to
make it available for the nearby student devices. Once the
service is registered, the framework automatically responds
to the peer (student) devices for service discovery requests.
The service registration API requires the unique identity of
the service and listening port number to register the service on
the local device, and provides the feedback status i.e. success
or failure to the ACS Manager. The service registration cycle
is explained in Algorithm 1.

2) DISCOVERY
Service Discovery is the detection of nearby devices and the
services offered by these devices. Any device that wants to
subscribe with a particular service, invokes the service dis-
covery process in order to locate the service and connection
details. The discovery API requires unique identity and con-
nection details of a service to initiate the connection request.
As an example, in case of collaborative learning application,
the student devices can invoke the discovery API to locate
the presentation service broadcasted by the teacher’s device
by providing the name of the service. The discovery process
looks for all available services broadcasted by the nearby
device and provides the feedback status of the discovery

Algorithm 2 Service Discovery
1: s:Service Name, mac:MacAddress, p:Port No
2: F FeedBackStatus notifies about the execution status
3: Call DiscoverService(s,FeedBackStatus)
4: if FeedBackStatus = true then
5: Output: Service Found
6: m = macaddress F Retrieve Device MacAddress
7: p = portno F Retrieve port no
8: Call connectDevice(mac,FeedBackStatus) F For

P2P Connection
9: if FeedBackStatus = true then
10: Output: Connected to Device
11: else
12: Output: Connectivity request rejected
13: end if
14: else
15: Output: Service Discovery Failed
16: end if

API i.e. success or failure to the ACS Manager along with
the service connection details. The service discovery cycle
is explained in Algorithm 2. Furthermore, the detail of data
communication among the devices is explained in the con-
nection manager section.

B. EVENTS OBSERVER
An Event Observer is a component that responds to the
broadcasts announced by the system.Due to the ad-hoc nature
of the collaboration space, any device can join or leave the
network at any time. There is a need to detect this connec-
tion/disconnection and act accordingly so as to manage the
space in a robust manner. Moreover, on successful device
connectivity, it requests the WiFi P2P for the group infor-
mation, which automatically sends the group information to
the ACS manager. ACS Manager uses this information to
determine the group owner and client device to create the
data communication channel across the devices. In case of
collaborative learning application, the teacher remains up to
date about the number of students connected with the pre-
sentation, and their participation activities which encourages
them to remain active in their participation.

In order to listen to these broadcast events, the ACS Man-
ager must register the broadcast intents as shown in the
Table 2.

C. CONNECTION MANAGER
This is the most complex component of the system that is
solely responsible for data transmission across the host and
client devices as shown in Figure 4. TheConnectionManager
uses the standard Java sockets along with multiple threads to
manage a number of clients simultaneously while maintain-
ing high performance.

1) SERVER REGISTRATION
Connection Manager uses Java sockets that provide two way
data communication across the devices. To start the client
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FIGURE 4. ACS connection manager.

TABLE 2. Broadcast intents.

devices registration process on the host device, it creates the
Java server socket with the port number provided by the
ACS Manager. After the acceptance of client device request,
it stores the client information in the registered clients list
along with the mac address as identification in order to
maintain the list of registered client devices. The registered
clients list is subsequently used for message broadcasting to
all registered devices.

2) CLIENT REGISTRATION
After the establishment of WiFi P2P link with the group
owner device, ACS manager invokes the connection manager

by providing the host device IP Address, Listening port num-
ber and device’s mac address for establishing the connection
with the host/group owner device. In case of collaborative
learning application student devices continuously read the
updates coming from the teacher device and synchronize their
state with the teacher’s device.

3) MESSAGE BROADCASTING (CLIENT/SERVER)
In case of any update at the client device or host device, ACS
Manager invokes the connection manager event broadcasting
API with event/message data for broad-casting the event
across all the clients for session state synchronization. In case
of collaborative learning application the activities performed
by the devices users can be synchronized across all devices
without any delay, so as to keep the session state consistent
on all devices.

4) AVAILABLE PEERS
During the collaboration activity, devices can leave the net-
work any time. In that scenario, it is necessary to detect
any device that leaves the group and remove it from the
collaborative space so as to clean the unmanaged resources.

IV. DISCUSSION
It would be interesting to understand how the proposed ACS
framework facilitates the application developers in building
such cross device collaborative applications. To this end,
this section presents the comparison of development efforts
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FIGURE 5. Server device.

required with and without ACS API’s. It also discusses how
ACS makes application development faster by providing an
abstraction layer on the complex integration details. As a
matter of fact, from the application developers’ prospective,
the overall implementation requires very small and easy
to implement code using the API’s provided by the ACS
framework.

A. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT WITH ACS API’s
API stands for application programming interface that allows
two different applications to talk to each other in a seam-
less manner by hiding the complex integration details. This
section explains the usage of ACS API’s for the development
of cross-device mobile applications. We will also discuss the
technical challenges that the proposed API addresses and
facilitates the application developer to develop a distributed
cross-device mobile application.

1) REGISTRATION
The process starts with registration, as shown in Listing 1,
we invoke the registerService to advertise our service to the
nearby devices to connect with it using the ad-hocWiFiDirect
based network. After the successful registration of service,
we call the createGroup API to forcibly allocate the role of
Group Owner to the service hosting device. The ACS Man-
ager also invokes the Connection Manager startServerSocket
API to start the server socket on the device for accepting
the connection request from the client/group member devices
for data communication across the devices. Figure 5 demon-
strates the execution flow of service registration process.
As shown in the Listing 1, we have supplied the service name,
port number, and call back method which inform the user
about the execution status of the API.

2) DISCOVERY
The device that wants to connect to the desired service to
perform collaboration activity will invoke the discoverSer-
vice API to fetch the list of available services on the WiFi

FIGURE 6. Client device.

network and connectToService API to connect with partic-
ular service as shown in the Listing 2.1 and 2.2. After the
successful discovery of service, the ACS Manager invokes
the Connection Manager connectToServer API by providing
the service connectivity parameters for socket connection
establishment with the group owner device for data communi-
cation across the devices. It is pertinent to highlight that these
socket connection methods are hidden from the application
developer and are managed by the ACS Manager to facilitate
the application developer by writing just few lines of method
invocation while ignoring the complexities of the underlying
connections. Figure 6 demonstrates the execution flow of
service discovery process.

3) MESSAGE BROADCASTING
In case of any update at the client device or host device,
application developer will invoke the broadcastMessage API
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to broadcast an event across the connected devices as shown
in Listing 3. The application captures the touch event per-
formed on the device, converts it into JSON based string
as shown in Figure 7 and calls the broadcasting function
to synchronize the data across the all connected devices.
ACS Manager also incorporates the unique timestamp and
device mac address along with the JSON based data packet
to maintain the identity of event. Though the ad-hoc device
connectivity makes it complex to manage the events’ state
across the devices, yet ACS Manager manages the state in an
efficient manner, and allows the developer to remain focused
on the application development, instead of managing device
connections and message delivery in ad-hoc settings.

Many teachers like to engage their students in a group
activity during the class by forming small groups. They
believe that such type of activities provides a great
opportunity to the students to learn from each other and
promote the collaboration culture in the society to enhance
their team work skills.

FIGURE 7. Event data (paint application).

FIGURE 8. Event data (group case study).

The sample shown in the Figure 8 presents a small group
activity in the class room where teacher creates the students’
groups to answer the case study questions by allocating the
questions to different groups. The students are instructed to
answer the question through their mobile device by posting
the answer into the relevant/allocated section to participate
in the learning activity. Teachers are able to monitor the
overall activity performed by all the groups via mobile appli-
cation interface. Moreover, students are also able to view
the answers submitted by other groups. The use of modern
technology in the education sectors will encourage the col-
laborative learning environment.

4) RECEIVE MESSAGE
In order to receive the event data, client devices create
a handler that allows retrieving data from the threaded
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Message Queue. ACS Manger posts the event data directly
into the Message Queue of the client/host device. Appli-
cation developer accessed the Message Queue and utilizes
that data for display/execution or similar purposes according
to the need of the application. Listing 4 clearly highlights
that ACS facilitates the application developer by provid-
ing a high level of abstraction on complex communication
details.

5) DISCONNECT SERVICE
Client device can leave the collaboration session any time
by calling the disconnectWithService API as shown in the
Listing 5. In this particular scenario,Event Observer plays the
key role by informing the ACSManager about the occurrence
of events to manage the collaboration space.

B. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT WITHOUT ACS API’s
As discussed in the previous section, the proposed framework
enables the application developer to focus on application
development without worrying about the underlying ad-hoc
network formation and communication details. But with-
out ACS creating an application that spans across multiple
devices requires the following steps.

1) AD-HOC NETWORK
Select ad-hoc network technology that allows communica-
tion on temporary basis. In the absence of ACS framework,
the robustness and synchronization required for managing the
communication between different devices in ad-hoc settings
will be responsibility of the application developer.

2) SERVICE REGISTRATION/DISCOVERY
Implementation of service registration and discovery routines
that allows an application to advertise their services and find
the available services hosted by other devices will also be
responsibility of the application developer.

3) TWO WAY COMMUNICATION
There is a stringent requirement of two way communication
by the device that acts as an access point, also referred to as
group owner (GO). Again, in the absence of ACS framework
the application developer has to write code to establish a
socket connection between server and client devices to allow
two way data communication.

4) DISTRIBUTION CHANGES
In the absence of ACS framework the application developer
has to write code for maintaining the distribution changes on
server device, and ensure that these changes are updated on
all the connected client devices.

5) CONNECTION/DISCONNECTION
Due to the ad-hoc nature of the application, any device
can join or left the network at any time. Thus, there would
be a need implement a routine to detect this connection/
disconnection and act accordingly in order to manage the
application. This requires the implementation of a challeng-
ing task of synchronization of actions performed during the
absence of a device.

6) MULTI-DEVICE APPLICATION TESTING
Application developer needs multiple devices in order to test
the behaviour of application on different devices. This poses
a challenge to the developers of such distributed application.

In short, writing code for cross device application with
the aforementioned low level tasks is technically challenging
as it involves input and output on multiple devices in an
ad-hoc settings. These tough requirements distract the appli-
cation developers and they shy away from developing the
cross device applications due to high complexity level that is
difficult to develop and maintain. However, the provision of
ACS framework makes the life of a programmer very easy,
whereby one can work out all the complex details just by
calling appropriate functions exposed by the rich and robust
API provided by the ACS framework.

V. EVALUATION
It is pertinent to evaluate the ability and effectiveness of the
proposed framework. The main purpose of this evaluation is
to evaluate the effectiveness of the abstraction provided by the
framework. Different assessment methods and scenarios have
been used for the validation of the proposed ACS framework.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed frame-
work different types of interaction scenarios/styles i.e col-
laborative visualization, portion distribution, joint interaction
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TABLE 3. Evaluation parameters (defaults in bold text).

FIGURE 9. Paint application developed using the ACS framework.

and collaboration have been critically reviewed to develop a
suitable application that covers these interaction scenarios.

By considering the above mentioned interaction styles,
we have designed and develop the paint mobile applica-
tion as shown in Figure 9 using the proposed framework
that allows the users to draw in collaborative manner using
their devices with the help of different drawing tools, colour
palettes and save the image file on the mobile phone. The size
of paint application developed using the ACS Framework is
3.93 MB, which is quite suitable for distributed mobile appli-
cation development due to the storage limitation of mobile
devices and proves that framework does not have anymemory
overhead.

1) EVALUATION PARAMETERS
Experiments have been designed based on following evalua-
tion parameters as shown in Table 3.

1. Service Discovery & Group Formation: Time taken
by the device to discover the broadcasted service and form
the WiFi Direct based ad-hoc network.

2. Synchronization: Events synchronization across the
multiple devices connected with collaboration space.

3. Impact of Distance: To measure the impact of distance
on the data synchronization time across the devices.

4. State Synchronization on Late Joined Devices: Time
to update the session state on the device that joins the collab-
oration space late.

5. State Synchronization after Device Rejoin: Time to
synchronize the session state on the client device that rejoins
after disconnection.

6. Memory Overhead: Estimate the device memory used
during the collaboration activities.

B. EXPERIMENTS
Different experiments were conducted by considering the
evaluation parameters mentioned above to validate the frame-
work effectiveness. The experiments details along with their
results are briefly discussed in this section. In order to avoid
any bias, we have performed number of experiments and
report the average results.

1) SERVICE DISCOVERY AND GROUP FORMATION
WiFi Direct group can comprise of devices with different
android version. To evaluate the ability of framework to
operate on diverse range of android based devices for data
exchange, we have conducted the experiment on android
based devices namely Samsung Grand Prime and Samsung
Galaxy A5. In this regard we have evaluated the service
discovery across the devices and conducted 10 experiments
and report the average discovery time in Table 4. According
to the results, the service discovery worked well and found
the requested service within few milli second time that is
quite acceptable and satisfies the speedy ad-hoc network for-
mation requirement. The service discovery and connectivity
invitation processes are shown in the Figure 10 for better
understanding of the device connectivity process.

2) EFFICIENCY
Efficiency of distributed application is measured on the basis
of time taken by the device to exchange the information with
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FIGURE 10. Device requests to connect with the service hosting by other
device.

TABLE 4. Service discovery time across the group of devices.

the peer devices. It is an important factor in case of distributed
applications and requires that the data should be synchronized
immediately on all the devices without any delay.

In an experiment as shown in Table 5, we have dis-
tributed 3 Samsung devices among the users and asked them
to perform 50 drawing operations simultaneously on their
devices and captured the operation broadcast and receive
time. Furthermore, we have increased the number of devices
in order to test the efficiency of collaboration space. The
result shows an average time of 55 ms with 3 Devices, 57 ms
with 5 Devices and 61 ms with 7 Devices taken by an opera-
tion to synchronize on all the devices.

3) IMPACT OF DISTANCE
We have also evaluated the operation synchronization time
with different distance ranges and plotted in the form of
graph as shown in Figure 11. The results clearly show the
impact of distance on the operation synchronization time
across the devices. As with the increase in distance the time
significantly increased but still it is acceptable in case of
collaborative learning applications discussed in the previous
section.

4) STATE SYNCHRONIZATION
In an experiment as shown in Table 6, we have measured the
data synchronization time and accuracy by joining the new

TABLE 5. Time taken by an operation to synchronize across the devices
during simultaneous operations.

FIGURE 11. Comparison of operation synchronization time across the
devices with different distance ranges.

TABLE 6. Time to update the session state on newly joined client, when
connected clients has already performed activities.

device to an existing WiFi Direct group of devices doing the
collaboration activities. The results shows that the state is
synchronized in 4 seconds with 200 operations, 5 seconds
with 300 operations and 7 seconds with 400 operations,
respectively.
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TABLE 7. Time to synchronize the session state on the client device after
rejoin as other client devices have performed some activities during the
disconnection period.

TABLE 8. Memory used by the devices during the collaboration activities.

5) ROBUSTNESS/STATE SYNCHRONIZATION AFTER
DEVICE REJOIN
The system has to be resilient to small disconnections in
ad-hoc settings. Thus, a client device may leave the group any
time without any intimation and can rejoin later after some
time. There is a need to synchronize the activities performed
by the other client devices during the inactive period. In an
experiment as shown in Table 7, we have measured the time
taken by the device to synchronize the in active period activ-
ities on the client device. It is pertinent to mention that the
ACS Manager only synchronizes the new operations on the
client device by validating the timestamp.

6) MEMORY OVERHEAD
We have already mentioned in the discussion section that the
application will capture the touch event performed on the
device, convert it into JSON based string for broadcasting
and synchronization across the collaboration devices. Mobile
application will interpret the operation and execute on the
mobile for synchronization purposes. In this experiment,
we have estimated the memory consumed by the devices by
calculating the operation size as shown in Table 8.

7) ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Mobile phone primarily runs on a battery power and you may
notice that battery life become short when many activities
simultaneously run on mobile phone i.e. games, WiFi etc and
drain the battery quickly. In the last few years, we have seen

TABLE 9. Energy consumption of devices during the collaboration
activities.

a significant increase in the popularity of mobile application
for businesses, education etc. But unfortunately energy con-
sumption factors are usually ignored during the application
development. We have conducted an experiment by estima-
tion the battery drainage during the collaboration session as
shown in Table 9. The activity was conducted in three differ-
ent session and each session continued till 15 minutes. The
results show that there is roughly 1% decrease for 100 oper-
ations during these 15 minutes sessions.

C. DISCUSSION
Performance is the key factor in case of mobile applica-
tion, if your application does not perform well, the end user
will uninstall the your app and look for other application
that performs much better than your application. In case of
distributed application it is more critical as multiple users
are performing activities simultaneously. There is a need to
synchronize the state across the all devices without any delay
to ensure the application reliability. The experimental results
empirically prove that the efficacy of ACS. The results show
that the group /ad-hoc network formation takes few seconds
and can be created on the fly at anytime, anywherewithout the
dependency of fixed infrastructure. Moreover, it can be seen
that synchronization of operations also takes negligible time
of 60ms. However distance between the collaborating devices
increases the operations synchronization time, but it is still
acceptable in case of distributed applications. In some cases,
framework often jeopardizes some systems real-time perfor-
mance due to inclusion of extra layer with the application
but in this case as shown in the experiments, efficiency of
system did not affect and application perform well as per the
expectation of distributed environment.

Limited storage of mobile devices and power consump-
tion is also considered while working on the framework
and the experiment result shown in Table 8 reflects that
the framework does not have any memory overhead and
worked well on mobile devices. In case of paint application,
we are storing the operation semantic and broadcasting to the
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collaborating devices. However memory consumption will be
variable depends upon the data semantic defined by the appli-
cation developer for their applications. Moreover, the power
consumption experiment as shown in Table 9 also reflects that
the application energy consumption in satisfactory and does
not have any negative impact on the mobile battery.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
This article presents an architectural framework that is a
step towards the materialization of the vision of ubiquitous
computing by presenting a framework named ad-hoc Col-
laboration Space (ACS). The proposed framework aims to
address a challenging task of providing seamless integration
of different types of android based devices to share data
and program in ad-hoc network settings, thus resulting into
an ad-hoc collaboration space. The ACS framework facil-
itates the development of cross-device distributed mobile
applications by hiding the complexities of mobile environ-
ment and empowers the application developer to focus on
an application development using the easy to use common
set of APIs provided by the framework. The novelty of our
approach is that, to the best of our knowledge, it is the
first framework that provides abstraction layer for the devel-
opment of a distributed cross-device application in ad-hoc
network settings. The results show that the proposed system
is efficient in terms of device discovery, connectivity, and
data and event synchronization. It has also been exposed
in the form of APIs to reduce the application development
time.

In future we intend to work on the stability of framework
to impart fault-tolerance into the system, which would be
required when the system involves group reformation in case
of group owner disconnects. We also intend to evaluate the
framework on different types of android based devices pro-
duced by different manufacturers, and for different android
versions. Furthermore, we also intend to make the proposed
framework inter-operable and heterogeneous by connect-
ing android and iOS based devices in an efficient manner.
We would also like to test the proposed framework on differ-
ent types of applications including video based applications,
or game based applications.
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